
One of the more uncertain aspects of football that arises annually is the performance 

of NFL rookies. An unsurprisingly large degree of that uncertainty surrounds 

performance levels in rookies’ initial campaigns. We examine the effect of various 

factors including team ranking, performance awards, individual player statistics, 

contract values, and more in order to understand the overall impact that players’ draft 

status and compensation have on ranked performance in the NFL. Teams select 

players based on their need to fill positional gaps; in doing so, they take large levels 

of risk by investing in young players, hoping rookies become valuable assets to their 

respective organizations. In order to see whether it is worth the risk, we analyze the 

performance levels of three position groups (Quarterbacks = “QB”; Wide Receivers = 

“WR”; Defensive Backs = “DB”) across the four most recent draft years (2016-

2019). In this group we observe 187 players (28QB, 83WR, 74DB). We will run 

regressions for the group overall, then by positional groups, including a year fixed 

effect. This combination will allow us to observe the general trends in variable 

impact on performance as well as position-specific performance differences.
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Methods & Models

Variables (Defined):

Pick => the numbered pick (between 1-256) that represents the player’s draft position 

TR2 => the drafting team rank in the season prior to a rookie player being drafted

PB => represents the number of Pro Bowls players have been selected to during their careers

comp => completion percentage

Rav => rushing yard average

Car => average yards per catch

TTD => total touchdowns

Solo => number of solo tackles

Int => number of interceptions

Y => the year fixed effect

U => the error term
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Data

Results
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Our data was collected from Overthecap.com and pro-football-reference.com. We 

isolated information regarding QBs, WRS, and DBs who were drafted between 

2016-2019. We developed a rookie season ranking (RSR) metric that is not 

correlated to variables on the RHS. Using complete positional statistics, we were 

able to isolate the varying level of influence that these factors had on performance 

overall. Once we had developed our final model, we were able to construct a model 

that provided the most insight regarding the relationship between a player’s draft 

status and compensation to on-field performance.

Rookies taken earlier in the NFL Draft generally will outperform and be ranked 

higher than those taken later. For all position groups, a player's draft position (Pick 

represents the round and pick within the NFL Draft) has a substantial impact on 

rookies’ rankings. With a positive coefficient, it references that for a one spot drop in 

the player’s draft position, generally there will be approximately a 0.093 increase in a 

player’s positional ranking (resulting in a worse overall ranking for the player). When 

assessing the position groups separately, this remains true for QBs and WRs but not 

for DBs (when a DB is drafted later, they will generally earn a higher positional 

ranking). Since rookie contract value and draft position are directly correlated, the 

same results hold true when observing the impact of rookie contract value on 

performance. Analyzing positional statistics’ impact on performance, for offensive 

players, total touchdowns (TTD) are most significant while for defensive players, 

total number of solo tackles (Solo) are most significant. 

It is well known that throughout the history of the NFL, there have been many 

college stars who have gone to the league and whose only success is draining teams 

of their salary cap space. Players like Trent Richardson (3rd overall in the 2012 

draft, rookie contract of $13,731,000), Brian Bosworth (1st round of the 1987 NFL 

Draft, rookie contract value of $11,000,000), and JaMarcus Russell (1st overall in 

the 2007 draft, rookie contract value of $61,000,000) highlight only a few “busts” 

in NFL history. Contrarily players like Gardner Minshew (drafted 178th overall in 

2019, contract value of $2,710,884), Devin Hester (drafted 57th overall in 2006), or 

Dick “Night Train” Lane (an NFL walk-on free agent) represent rookies who, while 

they did not earn a high draft position or get drafted at all, nevertheless, dominated 

in the earlier stages of their careers and beyond. This calls into question the true 

value of players; is it worth the millions spent on players in hopes that they will 

perform at the highest level? How much have teams invested, assuming they 

receive the very best from athletes and taken huge losses? Contrarily, how many 

teams have looked over players, that when given the chance, absolutely dominated? 

Utilizing incentive theory and the theory of cost-benefit analysis, we believe these 

will support our answers found regarding the effect draft status and compensation 

poses on player performance.

• Figure M&D.1 shows the complete 
summary statistics for the dataset

• Figure M&D.2 shows a screenshot 
of the 2019 compiled dataset 

Figure R.1 shows our entire regression results.  Across the four separate analyses, we included a Year FE, and show the R^2 values for each


